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The Uni4ersity Council for Educational Administration
:-(DCil) ought to reaffirm its committent to theoretical research..
Research in educational, administration during the last twentyiyears
has been applied or practical rather than purely theoretical or. -
scientific. Although the3e'is certainlyla pldce for pr,acticii '
research, theoretical re-search ought not be neglected. One goal of
theoretical research is to develop theory that can explain phenomena.."
Adothdr'goal is to add to the store of knowledge. Research not based
on a body of substantive' theory will be weak. Purely practical
research is often. fragmented and unsystematic. In the late fifties
AICBA'inspirAl a movement toward sore interdisciplinary and scientific
abalysis of educational organizations. This so-called *theory*
movement declined in the late sixties partialry'because of*
"institutionalization and OVerpromotion. The social sand political
unrest _of the sixties and the financial exigencies of the seventies
Caused practical and policy research to dominate the field. Yet more
scientific andtheoretical .research is necessary' for a full knowledge
and understanding of organizational behavior in education. UCEA must
codtinet to be an advocate of sdth research. WO
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by
Wayne.K. Hoy

Rutgers University.

UCEA should, strongly support theory-based re-
search It has been suggested that UCEA emphasize
practice and applied research at the expense of
.scientific. research that expands theoretical know-.
ledge I believe that course IS short-sighted and un-
sound, I believe UCEA can serve the discipline and
preserve its own uniqueness by reaffirming its com-
mitment 1Q...theoretical or scientific rbsearch.

Scientific Research

;Today, I am going to talk about scientific research,
using the term as Kerlinger does scientific research
refers to the systematic and critical empirical invest,-
Ration of hypothetical propositions) In this defini-
tion, the purpose of research is to develop theory,
and, of course, the purpose of theory is to under-
stand and explain phenomena Admittedly, this is a
rather narrow conception of the term So be it. ,

I am not especialIV interested in historical re-
search, action research, policy research, decision-
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oriented research, or
.
applied research. Nor arri I

particularly Toncerned with the practical idea that
research should pay off and provide a guide to social
action and policy. Furthermore, I reject the notion

'Shot scientific research 4xcludes such field, study
methodologies as participant ohservation,' case
study, or comparative studies.2 Lipset's3 classic

study of the International Typographical Union
al71 Blau and Sckitt's4cOmparatixe 'analysis of social
welfare agencies provide two good examples of field
studies that were hypothesis-testing investigations

.armed at theory developrrient The point is that
scientific research is not wedded to any one research
design or methodology, it may be a sample survey,

'controlled experiment, or a field study
The field of educational administration is oriented

toward practice It- always has been and probably
always will be After all, as professors of educatiOnal
administration, we are concerned first and foremost
with preparing practitioners It is not surprising that
practical problems, social issues and the need for
relevancy dominate the writing, teaching, arid re-
search in educational achpinistratipn However, this
pragmatic-practical viewpoint espoused by pr9fes-
sors limits the prOduction of scientific research
Mos% professors assume that research can solve
edttoational prOblems and improve administrative
practices The assumption is false Most research
does not lead directly to improvement in adminis-
trative practice nor should we hold such expecta-
tions.5

Takeft rather straight forward example The pupil
-control orientation of schools has been directly
linked to increased levels of alienation among high
school students, the more custodial the climate of
the school, the more the students suffer from a sense
of powerlessness -6 The implications, at first blush,
seem apparent reduce the custodialism in pupil
control orientation of teachers

Unfortunately, things are not that simple How
can dhe change the control orientation of teachers?
Should one hire only humanistic teachers? Research
also shows that beginning, .humanistic teachers
quickly become more c todial as they become so-
cialized by their expert ced colleagues 7 Prob-
lematic as changing the' ntrol orientation of cho,
school is,_if we could do it, we would confront ?tit'
another host of problems How is custodial pupil.
control ?elated to other important aspects of stude
sense of alienation? Although custodialisnrin sc ols
is directly related to powerlessness, for exa le, it
is inversely related to meaninglessness.8 It also
seems likely that some students will p- orm better
academically with custodial tech and others
with humanistic teachers Implicit our discussion
has been the assumption of ,viii sectional causality

pupil control orienta 'on and student char-
acteristics, a somewhat ten . s assumption at best

So what appearpd to .. A'a research finding with
some clear cut implic dns for pr4ctice, turns out
to be quite removed rom practice; indeed it raises
more questionsih it answers Such is the character

'Ss

of scientific research. Kerlinger succinctly describes
tir dilemma:

Studying relations, and taking action are on
two different levels of discourse which one
cannot easily bridge, Scientific research
never has the purpose of solving hurnin or
social problems, making decisions, and
taking action;?

The practice of science is a way of knowing things
and requires a faith that it is a valid approach to
knowledge and an assumption that the nature of
reality is ultimately material and knowable Prac-
ticed rigorously or honestly, scientific research can
be embedded in any culture or any tirrie and pro-
duce reliable findings Sometimes the findings may
be wrong The theory may be in error. the instru-
ments poor, the design ,inadequate SO1L-when the
findings are addectto the pool of information, further
testing, further inquiryrill refine CI-m.01d from the
dross
. We should not lose faith in our ability eventually

to understand a great deal aboutorganizations 09s-
attempts to describe have been a slow-going affair,
indeed, but ts.that not to be expected? Mathematics'
labored centuries to discover the zero Given the
immense number of variables in 'human organiza-
tion, one is surprised that we. have gone as far as
we have, and wet have only lust begun Many studies
being done now, particularly those using sophisti-
cated statistical treatment, simply weretot possible
until quite recently

If we give up this tool, this way of knowing thongs,
this basic, empirica) investigation. what will we hive
in its place Once again the timeless will have been
bargained awa for the timely Once again the prod-
ucts of hon inquiry will be rooted into the tran-
sient etho of a particular culture where they will
erode ov r the paSsage of time either t9 be preserved
by his naps or "buried in the black night of the
utte forgotten "

erhaps I overstate the bige There is, to'be sure,
need for other kinds of Powledge I am not ar-

guing that the only research worth doing is hypothe-""
sis-testing study to confirm theory There is a grow-
ing need for sourilipolicy research aimed at guiding
social action, anifgobd applied research certainly is
useful But given the practice-orieritati6Yi of the field
of educational administration, there is little need to
speak out on the importance of practice, relevance,
or utility We are bombarded from all directions
with exhortations to make our teaching and research
more useful and pragmatic. We are criticized by
practitioners, state and federal officials, congres-
sional leaders, and even by our own colleagues for
what they consider a neglect of pressing problems
and immediate social issues.

The press for the practical continues to grow. Pro-
grams of support, both in foundations and govern-
ment, are now concerned primarily with grants to
improve practice and return -immediate payoffs. As
a Congressional staff member remarked last year,

.



We want N.I.E. to show us that we are getting a
bang for the bucks we are spending on educational
research."10 A former governor of one of our most
populous states opposed the funding- of basic re-
search at the state university because it would just

' be "subsidizing idle curiosity " In 1975, Jack Getzels
cogently vvrned of some of the inherent dangers of
Shis persptiye:

Today, there is pressure on the university
and on certain,efements in it, of which ed-
ucational administration is a prime target,
to turn away from exploring fundamental
enigmas and to deliver technical services,
to advocate .polic,ies rather than formu-
lating problems, and to deal with practical
necessity rather than with conceptualoun-
certainty The pressure has its-source not
only in the real difficulties facing eduCa-
,tion, but in an unhappy Confluenceof Anti-
intellectualism and financial stringency, it
takes many. formsthe call for assembly-
line efficiency, the applications of busi-
ness-like management. and above all, the
accounting Of results not by their contribu-
tion to fundamental and ultimate -know-
ledge but, by their immediate and material
consequences 11

Scientific research is basically problem-generating
rather than.problem-sdlying The work' of the re-
searcher lies distinctively in exploring problems that
are ultimate rather than immediate. and funda-
mental rather than pragmatic The researcher, then,
is particularly yulnerable in a time when account-
ability and payoff are stressed To the scientific re-
searcher the disinterested pursuit Of iknderstanding
and explanation for its own sake is reason enough to
engage in systegiattc study Yet the cry remains.
"Knowledge for ishat?" Given the criteria of practice.
relevancy, and utility that pervade the field of edu--
cational administration. it is no wonder that study
done in educational administration is overwhelm-
ingly not scientific research
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A number of recent studies have examined the
status of research in some detail 1: They report' that
research in educational administration has become
slightly more rigorous and scientific, but there is

Spittle question that during the past two deca'des it
has maintained a practical emphasisthat is, there
continues to be a preoccupation with practical rele-
vance in the field

Research and scholarly writing are not primary
interests of most professors. Not onIrdo professors
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spend very little time doing research, they typically
have no strong desire to do much more 'research.
Campbell and Newell estimate that the average in-
vestment in research and scholarly writing is only
about 10 percent. I might add that, had the
definition of research been limited to empirical
investigations of hypothetical propositions, it seems
safe to predict an even more drastic reduction of
research interest and productivity among professors
of educausinalvdmin istrat ion

Immegart 14 eoncludes from his study. probably
the most recent comprehensive evaluation. that
most of the problems identified by Griffiths 15 in his
1959and 1965 analyses of research remain with us
today jvlost research in the field is still done by stu-
dents., and usually it is poorly done The bractice

!orientation of most researchers, professors as well as
students. leads to a 'preoccupation with practical
problems and immediate results, a perspective that I
have argued undermines scientific research.

Closely related to an inadequate research orienta-
tion is the weakness of research that is not anchored
in theory Theory is both the beginning and the end
of scientific research On the one hand. theory
serves as the basis for generating hypotheses to test
verifiable propositions that describe and predict ob
servable empirical phenomena. On the other hand,
the ultimate objective of all scientific endeavor is to
develop a body of substantive theory 16 Without
sound theoretical bases for our research. we shall
continue to flounder and to carry out what mas-
querades as research Descriptions of practice
devoid of j'elations among variables is not scientific

'research So called policy research in which the task
is to find data to support an existing policy is not'
simply poor research, it is shoddy practice-

. Finally, a review of the Educational Admimstra-
. tron Quarterly or the Jo real of Educational Admin-

rstration reveals several offitrindictments of research
in the field. There are virtually no significant pio-
grammatiC efforts in the study of educational ad-
ministration The research is fragmented and lacks a
systematic attack on a series of related problems.

, There is little in the way of replication, improving,
or building on others' work. We rarely base new
work on existing work. Critical analyses and scholarly/
exchanges on research are conspicuously abseht\
from the literiture

Despite dire predictions of the demise of theory \
and research in the field.18 there ,has been gradual
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progress in the past two decades Though the work
is varied and uneven, the weight of available evi-
dence suggests that research in educational adminis-
tration not only has increased in quantity but also
has shown some improvement in quality 14 How-
ever, the advaiernent has been halting and, modest
at best.

Research, Theory, and UCEA

UCEA has had its impact on research in the field
It co-sponsored the seminar on Administrative
Theory in Education in 1957, an auspicious event for
those interested in raising the standards of research
That seminar served as a catalyst for a new move-
ment that rejected naked empiricism and favored an
interdisciplin,ary and scientific analysis of educa-
tional organizations A testable knowledge base,
would replace anecdote and prescription A number
of leading professors in UCEA universities turned
their attention to scientific research Many young,
research-oriented professors were recruited by UCEA
universities in the late fifties and early sixties They
were attracted by an intellectual and academic fer-
ment fostered by UCEA There is little question that
UCEA Playe8 an important role in the movement
and in the subsequent stimulation of research and
theory in the field

The establishment by UCEA of the Educational
Administration Quarterly in 1965 marked the intro-
duction of the first,scholarly research journal in the
held It provided researchoriented professors with a
forum to present, discuss. and critique theory and
research Shortly following the ,Quarterly, UCEA, in-
troduced the Educational Administration Abstracts.
a vehicle for codifying research,germane to the field
Both journals significantly aid scholarly exchange,
nd both remain important, lasting contributions,

despite the tact that the trgprdisciplinary theory re-
search movement ran into strong opposition in the
late sixties 2°

The decline of empirical, theory-based research
aimed at knowledge Produrtion can be linked to the
decline in the so-called .theory movement 21 As
with most pew movements, its life history had three
major phases- enthusiasm, vulgarization. and insti-
tutionalization122 The enthusiastic, but deliberate,
support of the origioal innovators quickly gave way
to the promoters who jumped on the band wagon to
exalt the movement, conjuring up unrealistic illu-
sions of outtornes. Finally, the movement became
institutionalized, a time of ritualization in which the
imitation of innovation, the charade of the scienti-
fic, was incorporated into the standard program.
Can you think of one respectable program in edu-
iational administration that doesn't have its required J
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course in theory and research? At any rate, as insti-
tutionalization takes root, the once new idea then
beeline a candidate for displacementby the next
'big deal" to come along. Pointedly, lannaccone
observed that "each year of research in educational
administration is better predicted by a content an-
alysts of the Saturday Review-or some other widely
distributed periodical than any set of academic Jour-

trials "23
The era of grantsmanship in the late sixties saw

support turned away from basic research to develop-
ment, dissemination, and applied research, research
that would have immediate practical pay-off. kien-
tific research never did get a firm footing in thelield.
The research professorship in educational adminis-
tration remains basically a non-role with less than
two percent of professors spending more than fifty
percent of their time on research 24

The movement was Nerpromoted, Ind extrava-
gant expectations quickly gave way to disdainful
disillusionment There were benefits from the atten-
tion given to interdisciplinary theory and research
Textbooks, instructional materials, new courses, and
new professors all bear the mark of the effort How-
ever, a held dominated by practice-oriented profes-
sors skeptical, if not resistant, to theory and re-
search, when confronted by the social and political
unrest of the sixties and. the financial and political
exigenciespf the seventies, quickly retreated from
theory-dirftted research. Civil rights and inequality,
Selma and Vietnam, activism and confrontation,
accountability and management of *cline. polar-
ization of educational issuesall impinged on the
study and practice of educational administration.
The tenor of the timCs is practice, action, and im-
mediate results, not theory, research, and reflection

There are more researchers in the field lir than
ever before, but still not many. The young, research-
oriented professorsAdrawn to the field in the early
sixties are dispersed tither than -concentrated,
though public forums and vehicles for dialogue and
exchange exist Scientific research and theoretical
analysis have given way to a dominant motif of
"practical" research and utility. Yet we have made
some advancernerit in theory and research during
the past two decades and that progress continues
although slowly The pictiare of research in educa-
tional administration, while bleak. is not hopeless.

Scientific Research and Practical Research

P

Perhaps a more fundamental issue is the question,
.

of balance between basic scientific research that
seeks new knowledge and piactical research that has
immediate utility. in evaltiating the current "state of
the field," Culbdrtson concluded, "The sixties likely
overemphasized research on more basic questions
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and neglected the more visible and immediate prob-
lems. There is a distinct danger that in the 1970-77
period the emphasis has gone too far in the other di-
rection."25

The danger of the seventies is upon us, a resurging
cult of immediacy. I seriously question whether or
not the sixties produced an overemphasis on scien-
tific research at the expense of practical considera-
tions. To the contrary, I suspect that the pervasive
and entrenched practice orientation of the profes-
soriate prevents any substantial movement toward
scientific research

According to !mmegart, scientifrc research iq the
field peaked out in the mid-sixties 26 Certainly, the
peak was a modest one We need not worry about
the field becoming too theoretical and research-
oriented, the norms for practice and utility are too
strong. The Educational Administration Quarterly re-
mains the only quarterly I know of that is published
three times per year This in large part reflects the
lack of quality research concerned with the expan-
sion of knowledge bast() to an improved understand-
ing of administrative behavior in complex organip-
bons

The seventies bear witness to the vitality of the
practice orientation There is a visible press of focus
on practice A press to train leaders to practice, to
to perform research to inforth pract,ee and to make
decisions to shape practice, a press for development
and fer practical research r That press, if it con-
tinues unabated, may well nullify the modest gains
we have made in administration Recently, the de-
mand for professors with general training in theory
and research has diminished In many universities,
the number of students in residence has declined,
and there is a trend toward field-based.preparatog
prpgrams .28 None of these events bodes well for

_bdstc study in educational administration
The press for practicat research' also manifests it-

self in the rising popularity of policy research, that
is, research that provides a guide to social
action.29 The goal is not to develop theory but to
gain information for .social action and policy de-
cisions. lames Coleman forcefully argues that the
university setting is unsuited. for conducting policy
research

First, the university is dedicated to an open publi-
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cation of research resultS. Research problems are. as
it were, owned by thg discipline and subject to
public scrutiny and increasing refinement through
the process of investigation by many researchers
Policy studies are quite different in that they often
require a confidentiality Between, client and re-
searcher, and recommendations are not subject to a
te,st throughoUt the discipline. Perhaps, this is just
as well for air involved.

Secondly, the flat orgapizational structure. of the
university does not fosir pplicy research. The
bureaucratic authority of *the university tends to
regulate teaching rather than policy studies. As a
consequence the research is not held to a timeline
for the production of findings Mbreover, the inves-
tigator may modify and distort the policy problem,
so that research does. not address the original
problem, but addresses instead a problem of,more
direct interest to the diScipline or to the invIttiga-
tor, or one easier for him (her] to carry out."" In
brief, it appear's that ior at least two reasons the uni-,
versity, in general or in specific departments, is not
well suited for policy research. Nonetheless, the
push for research in that direction continues
',The emphasis on the practical discriminates

against basic inquiry into the nature and dynamics
of organizations when that research has Do im-
mediate application In such a situation, the .re-
searcher must justify his,'her investigation npt ac-
cording to the canons of, methodology, but
according to a standard of applied utility Clearly,
no direct justification is possible since the nature
and aim of scientific research is different from ap-
plied research In the face of a persistent demand
for immediate and practical consequences of re-
search, tbet quantity and quality of scientific re-
search wil,1,24_,ecIrde. At the risk of being redundant, I
must say again that the aim of scientific research is
not utility It is knowledge If this is not understood,
what applications are made will be based on anec-
dote, rather than tested theory In the long run 'I
don't believe anyone wants that

Conclusion

Scientific research in educational administration
needs a voice, it needs an advocate. UCE& could
fulfilithat need Currently, scientific research is not
popular. Yet I believe ft is essential if our progress in
educational administration is to continue, eventat a
slow and deliberate pace. UCEA Was an instrumental
force in 'facilitating and stimulating interest and
action in theory and research in the fifties and
sixties The seventies, have seen UCEA turn first to-
ward "knowledge -utilization" and more recently
,toward "a dual mediating functionbetween theory
and practice and between professors and practi-
tioners" as themes for planning and action. Clearly
these directions are practice-oriented, yet UCEA re-_
mains concerned about theory and research. .

At a career,development seminar on research in
educational /administration at the University of
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RocheSter this past spying. a UCEA Research Com-
mission was developed to- devise strategies to im-
prove the quality of research production within the
field. Plans are underway for, the development of
seminars on the evolution of the sociology of
science and on research methodology The com-
mission is hopeful of convincing the editorial board
of the Educational Administration Quarterly to pub-
lish a review of research in educational administra-
tion on a regular basis. Nevertheless, I am a tittle
'uneasy about the future of research

I am not arguing against applied or practical re-
search Such research undoiktedly has its posonve
effects on practice, but I.Ilelieve that ifs potential
for long-lasting and far-reaching effects, is not as
great as that of basic scientific research We rieed
all the quality research we can get The issue is not
either applied, practical research or basic, scientific
research We need both' What I am serioiSsly con- i
rwerned about is that our re-emphasis of practice,
relevance and utility in educational administration
will lead to a diminution of scientific research It
seems quite plausible that under the present
pressure for immediate results, and unless deliberate ,

precautions are taken to guard against it, applied
and practical research will invariably drive out more
basic, scientific research. Such a consequence
would be a major frustration to knowledge devglop-
ment

I submit that UCEA has the capability to help
glerd against the demise of scientific research in
educational administration, but it needs to remain
ever alert to the danger of becoming seduced by the
sirens of practice UCEA must continue to be a con-
vincing advocate of scientific research in educa-
tional adminostration it Is not in vogue to pursue
research simply fa. its own sake, however, such a
pursuit is indispensable to a fuller knowledge and
understanding of organizational behavior in educa-
tion
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